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A B S T R A C T

New SCUBA measurements at millimetre wavelengths are presented for a sample of Vega-

like stars. Six stars were detected, while sensitive upper limits were obtained for a further 11

sources. Most of the sample selected from a recent catalogue of Vega-like stars have infrared

excesses similar to those of the prototype Vega-like stars a Lyr and a PsA. Their IR–submm

spectral indices are steep, indicating that the submm emission from the discs is dominated by

grains which are smaller than the wavelength of observation and that only small grains exist

in those dusty discs. HD 98800 has an IR–submillimetre spectral index of less than two,

which suggests that grains have grown to more than 0.3 mm in size. Hipparcos parallax data

for HD 42137 and HD 123160 suggest that these two stars are giants rather than dwarfs,

similar to the situation previously found for HD 233517. Dust masses, or upper limits, were

derived for the sample; these indicate that most of the sources do not have as much dust as

Herbig Ae/Be or T Tauri stars, but are likely to have dust masses comparable to those of the

prototype Vega-like stars.
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1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

Vega-like stars are main-sequence stars with excess emission at

infrared wavelengths. During a calibration scan of the photometric

standard star a Lyr (Vega), the Infrared Astronomical Satellite

(IRAS ) found that the flux densities at 25, 60 and 100mm were in

excess of those expected from a blackbody at the temperature of

the star (Aumann et al. 1984). During the course of the mission

three other bright main-sequence stars were found to exhibit this

infrared (IR) excess: a PsA (Fomalhaut), e Eri and b Pic which,

together with Vega, have become known as the prototypes of the

‘Vega-like’ phenomenon. The excess emission from these main

sequence stars has been attributed to circumstellar material in the

form of a disc or ring. Coronagraphic and infrared imaging of b Pic

(e.g. Smith & Terrile 1984, Lagage & Pantin 1994) and

submillimetre imaging of all four prototype Vega-like stars

(Holland et al. 1998; Greaves et al. 1998); have confirmed that the

dust is indeed located in discs or tori, and shown that significant

clumps of dust can exist in the discs.

We have published observations and radiative transfer models of

a sample of Vega-like stars taken from the Walker & Wolstencroft

(1988) catalogue (Sylvester et al. 1996, hereafter Paper I;

Sylvester, Barlow & Skinner 1997). Many new candidate Vega-

like systems have recently been identified by Mannings & Barlow

(1998, henceforth MB98) using the IRAS Faint Source Survey

catalogue. We have observed 12 of these sources using SCUBA, in

order to measure the emission from the larger and/or cooler grains

in the discs.

2 O B S E RVAT I O N S

The observations were made using the SCUBA bolometer system

in its photometric mode at the James Clerk Maxwell telescope

(Holland et al. 1999). Table 1 lists the stars observed, the dates and

wavelengths of the observations, and the measured fluxes. The

instrumental beamsize was 14, 22 and 34 arcsec at 850, 1350 and

2000mm, respectively. The 1997 August and December data were

obtained as part of the SCUBA2 service programme, while the

1998 observations were made partly in flexibly-scheduled mode,

and partly by ‘normal’ scheduling. We typically integrated for 1

hour per source, obtaining 1350-mm flux uncertainties of , 1 mJy,

consistent with the published NEFD estimates for SCUBA. As well

as the MB98 stars, we also observed a number of sources from our

previous sample (Paper I), to improve on observations made with

the old UKT14 bolometer system. One of these stars, HD 233517

(SAO 26804), was found to show extended 10-mm emission by

Skinner et al. (1995), who modelled the star as being nearby and on

the main sequence. Subsequently, Fekel et al. 1996) classified the

optical spectrum of HD 233517 as K2 III, and presented arguments

indicating that it is likely to be a first ascent giant at a distance of

several hundred pc. In any case, HD 233517 is an interesting

object, and was retained in our SCUBA target list.
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3 R E S U LT S

Table 2 shows the final results for the stars in our sample. Where

more than one observation was taken of a single source, the figure

quoted represents a weighted mean of the fluxes.

It has been found that the IRAS flux of one of the MB98 stars in

our sample might not be associated with the optical main-sequence

star. Sylvester & Mannings (2000) showed that there is a significant

offset (22 arcsec) between the Tycho optical position of HD 39944

and the IRAS source position. The ESO Schmidt plates (Lauberts

1982) show a background object, ESO 488-41, which lies closer to

the IRAS position (separation <14 arcsec) than does the HD star,

and which could be responsible for the observed IR emission. We

did detect 1.35-mm emission at the position of HD 39944. ESO

488-41 is a group of two or three interacting galaxies (Lauberts

1982). Such systems are often dusty and emit strongly in the mid-

and far-IR (see e.g. Bushouse, Telesco & Werner 1998), and so it

seems possible that the submm flux that we observed is in fact

extragalactic in origin. On the Digitized Sky Survey image, ESO

488-41 extends to within 21 arcsec of the optical position of HD

39944, which was the position used for our observations. The

1.35-mm SCUBA beam has a FWHM of around 22 arcsec, and

should thus have had a rather low sensitivity with emission from

the optically-visible regions of ESO 488-41. Possible explanations

include (i) the galaxy is bright in the mm, and so is detected even

on the edge of the SCUBA beam; (ii) the dust emission is more

extended than the visible light shown in the Sky Survey image; (iii)

the mm-wave emission is in fact associated with the HD star. Mid-

IR and submm imaging would be useful to determine which object

is responsible for the emission. As the IR and mm-wave flux may

not be due to its own circumstellar emission, HD 39944 is not

included in Fig. 1.

Many of the stars in our sample have not been observed

previously at millimetre wavelengths. For most of the MB98

sample we were able to obtain only upper limits to the flux. The

exception to this is HD 39944, although, as mentioned above, it

transpires that the IR excess associated with this star may well

originate from a background galaxy. Of the stars taken from Paper

I, HD 123160 and HD 141569 had not previously been detected by

us at millimetre wavelengths, We now have good detections for

both of these stars at 1350mm, with fluxes that are consistent with

the upper limits we obtained previously. HD 141569 has been

observed previously by Walker & Butner (1995); our flux is

consistent with theirs within the uncertainties of both observations.

Our new flux for HD 98800 is substantially higher than our

previous measurement obtained using UKT14. However, it is

consistent with the CSO observations of Walker & Butner (1995).

We have also obtained a measurement at 2.0 mm for this star. The

flux of HD 34700 from our SCUBA measurements is lower than

the published value by almost 50 per cent; this could be due to

problems with the calibration of the published IRAM observations

(Walker & Butner 1995). The weighted mean of our two

observation of HD 233517 is 2:6 ^ 1:0 mJy; for consistency with

the other sources without good detections, we have adopted an

upper limit of 3s above zero, rather than above the mean, for

inclusion in Table 2.

Fig. 1 plots the spectral energy distributions (SEDs) for the

observed sample of stars, after dereddening using the EðB 2 VÞ

values given in Table 2. The stars in the MB98 sample generally

have very few observations available in the literature. In several

cases we were restricted to B and V or B, V, I mag from the

Hipparcos and Tycho catalogues (ESA 1997), and the IRAS

measurements from the Faint Source Catalogue (FSC; Moshir et al.

1992). Near-IR photometry for three of the MB98 sources was

taken from Sylvester & Mannings (2000). For the remainder of the

sample, photometric data were taken from Paper I. Intrinsic colours

were taken from Schmidt-Kaler (1982). The reddenings towards

the MB98 stars (see Table 2) were generally found to be small, and

comparable to those found in Paper I.

Table 2 also gives the distances to the stars. Where possible, we

adopted distances derived from Hipparcos parallax measurements;

for the remaining stars, we used spectroscopic parallaxes, adopting

the absolute magnitudes and intrinsic colours of Schmidt-Kaler

(1982). We also used spectroscopic parallaxes for the stars with

Hipparcos distances; comparison of the values derived from the

two methods gives an idea of the accuracy of the spectroscopic

parallax distances, and provides a way of checking that the stars are

indeed on the main sequence (i.e. that our adopted absolute

magnitudes are correct). For five of the seven stars with Hipparcos

parallax measurements, the distances derived using the two

methods were found to agree to within 0.2 dex. The spectroscopic

parallax distance to HD 43955 is 180 pc, rather lower than the

Hipparcos distance of 310170
250 pc. This B star is a spectroscopic

binary (Abt, Gomez & Levy 1990), so the flux from the secondary

star may account for part of the discrepancy in distances. More

serious discrepancies exist for HD 42137 and HD 123160. The

spectroscopic parallax gives a distance of 7 pc for HD 42137, while

the Hipparcos parallax ð3:17 ^ 0:67 masÞ implies a distance of

320180
260 pc. Assuming zero reddening, the latter distance gives an

absolute magnitude MV ¼ 0:2 ^ 0:5, consistent with a K3 III or

K4 III giant. Similarly, the spectroscopic distance for HD 123160 is

14 pc, while the Hipparcos parallax ð20:01 ^ 1:31Þ gives a 3s

lower limit to the distance of 250 pc. This implies an absolute

magnitude (ignoring reddening) brighter than 1.6, again consistent

with a giant, rather than dwarf, luminosity classification.

To investigate further the possibility of these stars being giants,

we were able to obtain spectroscopic data for HD 42137 (I. A.

Crawford, private communication) and analyse luminosity-sensitive

Table 1. New SCUBA measurements of Vega-like stars.

HD SAO Date Wavelength Flux
(mm) (mJy)

34700 112630 Aug 97 1350 13.1^ 3.1
… … Feb 98 1350 11.4^ 1.2
39944 171003 Feb 98 850 8.2^ 10.1
… … Feb 98 1350 3.7^ 0.9
42137 196509 Feb 98 1350 0.2^ 1.6
43954 151337 Feb 98 1350 1.5^ 1.8
43955 151334 Feb 98 1350 1.1^ 1.0
56192 218555 Feb 98 1350 3.4^ 4.1
98800 179815 Dec 97 1350 36.8^ 4.2
… … Dec 97 2000 24.8^ 3.4
110058 223581 Feb 98 1350 0.8^ 1.5
121617 224570 Feb 98 1350 1.0^ 1.1
123160 158350 Feb 98 850 13.0^ 4.3
… … Dec 97 1350 2.8^ 1.2
… … Feb 98 1350 4.7^ 0.9
… … Dec 97 2000 3.3^ 3.1
131885 183025 Feb 98 1350 20.2^ 1.1
141569 140789 Feb 98 1350 5.3^ 1.1
… … May 98 1350 5.6^ 2.1
145263 184196 Feb 98 1350 0.9^ 1.1
176638 229461 May 98 1350 4.6^ 3.3
233517 26804 Dec 97 1350 2.5^ 1.9
… … Feb 98 1350 2.7^ 1.2
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Table 2. Derived quantities for our sample of candidate Vega-like stars (see text for details). HD 39944 is shown in parentheses because the IRAS source may not be associated with the HD star. apred is the predicted
60:1350mm spectral index obtained by fitting a Planck function to the 25- and 60-mm IRAS fluxes.

HD SAO Sp. l Flux Prev. Ref a100:l a60:l apred LIR/L* EðB 2 VÞ dist Mdust

Type (mm) (mJy) obs (pc) M(

34700 112630 G0V 1350 11.7^ 1.1 18^ 2 (1) 2.57^ 0.05 2.28^ 0.04 1.5 0.14 20.01 90: 1.1� 1025

(39944 171003 G1V 1350 3.7^ 0.9 – – 2.38^ 0.10 1.79^ 0.08 1.4 0.69 37: 6� 1027)
42137 196509 K3/4V 1350 ,4.8 – – .2.1 .1.3 1.8 2.9� 1023 0.54 320180

260 ,6� 1025

43954 151337 A0V 1350 ,5.4 – – .2.1 .1.8 1.4 6.0� 1023 0.02 350: ,8� 1025

43955 151334 B2/3V 1350 ,3.0 – – .2.3 .1.6 1.5 4.2� 1025 0.38 310170
250 ,3� 1025

56192 218555 B9/A0V 1350 ,12.3 – – .1.9 .1.0 1.6 2.9� 1023 0.25 570: ,4� 1024

98800 179815 K4V 1350 36.8^ 4.2 11^ 3 (2) 1.84^ 0.06 1.70^ 0.05 1.7 0.084 0.00 4717
26 9.5� 1026

98800 179815 2000 24.8^ 3.4 – – 1.73^ 0.06 1.62^ 0.05
110058 223581 A0V 1350 ,4.5 – – .2.1 .1.4 1.7 1.9� 1023 0.17 100111

29 ,5� 1026

121617 224570 A1V 1350 ,3.3 – – .2.4 .2.0 1.6 4.5� 1023 0.29 120: ,6� 1026

123160 158350 G5V 850 13.0^ 4.3 ,4 (2) 2.42^ 0.16 2.07^ 0.13 1.4 4.4� 1023 0.91 14†
123160 158350 1350 4.4^ 0.8 ,16 (2) 2.65^ 0.08 2.11^ 0.07 3.1� 1027

123160 158350 2000 ,9.3 – – .2.1 .1.7
131885 183025 A0V 1350 ,3.3 – – .2.2 .1.5 1.6 8� 1024 0.04 121114

212 ,6� 1026

141569 140789 A0Ve 1350 5.4^ 1.0 9^ 4 (1) 2.49^ 0.08 2.23^ 0.07 1.6 8.3� 1023 0.17 9919
28 ,6� 1026

145263 184196 F0V 1350 ,3.3 – – .2.6 .2.0 1.5 2� 1022 0.16 116119
214 ,5� 1026

176638 229461 B9/A0V 1350 ,9.9 – – .1.8 .1.1 1.7 2� 1024 0.01 56 ^ 3 ,4� 1026

233517 26804 K2 1350 ,3.0 – – .2.8 .2.5 1.6 0.057 0.49 23† 1.8� 1027

References: (1) Walker & Butner (1995), (2) Sylvester et al. (1996).
Notes: the 16-mJy upper limit for HD 123160 was obtained at 1100mm. Distances marked with a colon were estimated using spectroscopic parallax. † Spectroscopic parallax distance assuming the star is a dwarf; it
may be a giant at a much larger distance. Fekel et al. suggested a distance of 600 pc for HD 233517, which gives a dust mass of , 1:3 � 1024 M(. The Hipparcos parallax for HD 123160 implies a distance . 250 pc,
and hence a dust mass of . 3 � 1025 M(.
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Figure 1. Spectral energy distributions for the stars observed. Open symbols represent upper limits and dotted lines show optically thin radiative transfer

models (see text).
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lines in the , ll6449–6457 wavelength region. Strassmeier &

Fekel (1990) show that late-type star luminosities can be estimated

using the line ratios of Co I l6450=Ca il6449 (for late-G and K

stars) and Fe II l6457=Ca il6456 (for F and early-G stars).

Examination of these ratios for HD 42137 showed that it is indeed a

giant star. A spectroscopic study of HD 123160 (SAO 158350) has

previously been reported by Dunkin, Barlow & Ryan (1997a), who

reclassified the star from K2 (Henry Draper Catalogue) to G5V. In

light of the continued uncertainty in its luminosity classification,

we looked again at these data, finding that the result reported in

Dunkin et al. (1997a) was actually for SAO 158380 (HD 123539)

rather than SAO 158350 (HD 123160). Although there is a lack of

spectroscopic data for HD 123160, we believe, based on Hipparcos

measurements, that it is a giant. Giant stars with an infrared excess

are of great interest. Zuckerman, Kim & Liu (1995) and Plets et al.

(1997) have published lists of luminosity class III stars associated

with IRAS far-IR dust emission. While Zuckerman et al. estimated

that less than 1 per cent of luminosity class III stars (first ascent

giants) show evidence for associated dust, by applying a number of

statistical estimation methods to their sample, Plets & Vynckier

(1999) estimated an occurrence rate of , 14 per cent for giants,

similar to the occurrence rate estimated for main-sequence stars.

Fekel et al. (1996) have studied HDE 233517 (SAO 26804) which

had also been previously identified as a Vega-like star (i.e. Skinner

et al. 1995) and found that it was actually a giant with a large

lithium abundance and far-infrared excess. They suggested (based

on other models) that infrared excess, high lithium abundance and

rapid rotation may be mutually linked in luminosity class III giants.

Jura (1999) examined the possible causes of the dust around these

stars. His arguments included sporadic mass loss, diffuse

interstellar clouds and appeared to favour the possibility that the

dust is a remnant of the main-sequence phase of the star, when it

Figure 1 – continued
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may well have been a Vega-like star. No model has been

completely ruled out, and it is clear that these interesting stars

deserve further study.

For all of the stars, the IR excess begins at 10–12mm with no

near-IR excess apparent at all. This implies that these systems do

not contain any substantial amounts of hot dust in their discs and

therefore little dust very close to the star. The same situation also

pertains to the prototypical Vega-like systems, whose IR excesses

also begin at mid-infrared wavelengths. By contrast, younger

objects, such as Herbig Ae/Be stars, tend to show significant near-

IR excess emission (e.g. Malfait, Bogaert & Waelkens 1998). HST

imaging of some Vega-like systems without near-IR excesses, such

as HD 141569 (Augereau et al. 1999, Weinberger et al. 1999) and

HR 4796A (Schneider et al. 1999) shows that their discs do indeed

have extensive cleared inner regions, which are substantially free

of dust.

In most cases, our new mm-wave observations provide a useful

extension and/or improvement to existing data, and enable the

cooler outer regions of the dusty discs to be modelled with more

accuracy. For example, Fig. 1 includes shows the best-fitting

radiative transfer models for HD 123160 and HD 141569 from

Sylvester & Skinner (1996). The new SCUBA points place

important constraints on the models. While the model for HD

141569 is in reasonable agreement with the new data, that for HD

123160 predicts significantly too much mm-wave flux. Given that

the model assumed HD 123160 to be a main-sequence star, the

assumption that it is in fact a giant star would have a significant

effect on the derived grain temperature and mass distributions as a

function of distance from the star. HD 141569 has recently been

imaged in scattered light (Augereau et al. 1999) and in thermal IR

emission (Fisher et al. 2000); these observations, together with the

new SCUBA photometry will provide strong constraints for future

modelling of this system. The best-fitting radiative transfer model

of Sylvester & Skinner (1996) for the dust disk of HD 98800

predicted a 1.35 mm flux of 32 mJy, in agreement with our new

measurement of 36:8 ^ 4:2 mJy, but their prediction of 13 mJy at

2.00 mm is a factor of two below our measurement of

24:8 ^ 3:4 mJy. Sylvester & Skinner’s best-fitting model had a

maximum grain radius of amax ¼ 1 mm and an a 22.2 grain size

distribution. A fit to the 2.00 mm flux will require either a

larger maximum grain size or a less steep grain size distribution, or

both.

The fractional excess luminosities, LIR/L*, for our stars are

shown in Table 2. LIR/L* is the ratio of the excess IR flux to the

total stellar flux, and so is a measure of the fraction of starlight

which is absorbed by dust grains. It is dominated by the

contribution from the shortest wavelengths at which there is

appreciable excess, and thus is rather insensitive to mm-wave

fluxes. The values obtained for most of the MB98 stars in Table 2

are , 1023, comparable with that of b Pic ð2:4 � 1023; Backman

& Paresce 1993), while HD 43955 has a lower value, similar to

those of the other prototype Vega-like stars (e.g. a Lyr 1:5 � 1025,

a PsA 5:0 � 1025; Backman & Paresce 1993). HD 145263 has a

large 12-mm excess, giving it the largest LIR/L* amongst this

subset of the MB98 stars. The fractional excess luminosities of the

Paper I stars are discussed by Sylvester et al. (1996, 1997). They

are often significantly larger than those of the prototype Vega-like

stars, reflecting the youthful ages found by Dunkin et al. (1997b)

for many of the Paper I objects. From their values of LIR/L*, we

expect most of the MB98 star Vega-like candidates to have ages

intermediate between those of the prototypes, such as a Lyr, and

the much younger stars of Paper I.

3.1 Spectral indices

The spectral index, a, is defined by Fn/na (or l 2a). The

Rayleigh–Jeans (R–J) portion of a blackbody spectrum behaves as

Fn/l22, i.e. a ¼ 2. The emissivity of a grain is approximately

constant (‘grey’ emission) at wavelengths shortward of a turnover

wavelength, lT < 2pa, where a is the grain radius. Longwards of

lT, the emissivity falls as l 2b, where b < 1–2. See Paper I for a

fuller description of spectral indices and their interpretation.

The spectral index of a dust disc depends on three factors: the

grain emissivity as a function of wavelength (i.e. whether the

emissivity has ‘turned over’), whether or not the dust disc is

optically thick, and whether the blackbody emission from the

grains is in the R–J domain. Table 2 shows the spectral indices

calculated from the data. Where only upper limits were obtained

for the fluxes, we could only calculate lower limits to the spectral

indices. For those with lower limit values, most are greater than 2,

indicating turned over emission, and are in the Rayleigh–Jeans

region. HD 98800 is the only source in our sample where we know

for certain that a is less than 2. This indicates that the emission

from its coolest grains has not reached the Rayleigh–Jeans

domain, and/or that grain sizes in the disc have grown to over

0.3 mm. The fact that most of the other stars have indices greater

than two means that the dominant grains in their discs are relatively

small.

Our estimates of the spectral index will be compromised if the

IRAS 100-mm fluxes are not representative of the true 100-mm

emission by circumstellar dust, for example if there is significant

contamination by Galactic cirrus emission. Examination of the

SEDs in Fig. 1 shows that the flux at 100mm is greater than at

60mm in many cases, suggesting that the 100-mm points are indeed

contaminated (or that there is an additional cold component to the

circumstellar dust). Given that the 100-mm fluxes may therefore be

unreliable, we have calculated the 60:1300mm spectral indices,

which are also presented in Table 2. The upper limits provided by

these spectral indices are noticeably less stringent than the

100:1300mm limits, so the former tend to be less informative.

There are two processes at work here, however: even for sources

where the 60-mm flux is higher than the 100-mm flux (e.g. HD

98800, HD 141569) and we do not suspect contamination by cirrus

emission, we find that a60:1300 is smaller than a100:1300. This occurs

because the SED is not in the R–J domain at 60mm, and hence the

expected spectral index for large grains is less than 2.0. The

a60:1300 upper limits can be better exploited by comparing them

with the spectral indices derived from blackbodies which fit the

observed 25=60mm flux ratios. These predicted spectral indices,

apred are shown in Table 2. Comparing them with the observed

values, we see that for HD 98800, there is good agreement between

the predicted and observed spectral indices, indicating that large

grains are present around this star, as was inferred both from its

100-mm spectral index and from detailed modelling (Sylvester &

Skinner 1996). For eight of our stars, the predicted a60:1300 is

significantly larger than the observed value (HD 34700, 39944,

123160, 141569) or the upper limit (HD 43954, 121617, 145263,

233517), indicating that large circumstellar grains are not present

in significant quantities. For the remaining five stars, the predicted

value is below or close to the upper limit, and so conclusions

cannot be drawn about the presence of large grains.

3.2 Dust mass estimates

We used the SCUBA results to estimate dust masses and upper
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limits for our sources, using the formula

Mdust ¼
Fn d 2

kn Bn ðTÞ

(see e.g. Hildebrand 1982, Mannings 1994), where Fn is the

observed flux, d is the distance to the star, kn is the dust opacity at

the frequency of observation and Bn is the blackbody intensity at

the dust temperature, T. We assumed a dust temperature of 30 K for

all the sources, and a 1.35-mm dust opacity of 1.07 cm2 g21,

(which is equivalent to an 850-mm opacity of 1.7 cm2 g21) and an

opacity index b ¼ 1:0; these values have been adopted by other

authors (e.g. Zuckerman & Becklin 1993, Holland et al. 1998,

Greaves et al. 1998) for Vega-like systems.

The derived dust masses and upper limits are presented in Table

2. Given that our flux upper limits are rather similar for most of our

objects, the severity of the mass upper limits depend on the

distances to the stars. The stars at , 100 pc distance tend to have

mass upper limits of a few 1026 M(, while those at , 300 pc have

upper limits an order of magnitude larger. Similarly, the limits for

the three stars which may be giants (HD 42137, 123160, 233517)

are very large ð1025–1024 M(Þ.

Our derived mass estimates can be compared with the dust

masses obtained for the prototype Vega-like stars and for related

objects. Using the same method, Holland et al. (1998) derived dust

masses for Vega, Fomalhaut and b Pic of 2:6 � 1028, 5:5 � 1028

and 2:9 � 1027 M( respectively, while Greaves et al. determined a

dust mass of ð1:5–60Þ � 1028 M( for e Eri.1 Mannings & Sargent

(1997) estimate that the dust masses for Herbig Ae stars lie in the

range 5–30 � 1025 M(, while the range for T Tauri stars is rather

similar, at 1–40 � 1025 M(. Our estimates for the MB98 stars

show that most of them do not have as much dust as the Herbig or T

Tauri stars, and are consistent with (but do not require) dust masses

comparable to those of the prototype Vega-like stars. In the case of

HD 39944, assuming that the dust is located with the star at 34 pc,

the derived dust mass ð6 � 1027 M(Þ is similar to that of b Pic.

The dust masses for the five Paper I stars that we observed can be

compared with the values obtained by radiative transfer modelling

of the complete SEDs (Skinner et al. 1995, Sylvester & Skinner

1996, Sylvester et al. 1997). The ratios of the model-derived dust

mass to the SCUBA value range from 1.5 to 24 for the three

detected sources; the relative ordering of these sources in terms of

dust mass is the same for both sets of estimates. The two non-

detected sources give ratios of , 0.9 (HD 141569) and , 0.6 (HD

233517). Overall, we consider the agreement between the two sets

of results to be satisfactory, given the different assumptions made

for the dust properties (which are parametrized into the k value for

the SCUBA calculations). The ratios also give an indication of the

level of uncertainty inherent in the mass estimates (at least relative

to estimates based on more sophisticated models).

4 S U M M A RY

The stars in our sample which were taken from the Mannings &

Barlow (1998) catalogue appear to have SEDs very similar to those

of the prototype Vega-like stars such as Vega and a PsA. They have

relatively small infrared excesses compared to the (younger) Vega-

excess systems such discussed in Paper I. This suggests that their

dust may already have been cleared; the disc systems would

therefore be quite evolved. They have large spectral indices in the

submillimetre region, indicating that the emission from the grains

has already turned over, and that only small grains (!1 mm)

remain in the system. The energy distribution for HD 98800 is

qualitatively different. Its spectral index is less than two, indicating

that the emission from the dominant grains has yet to reach the

Rayleigh–Jeans domain. This implies that grains in this disc are

more than 0.3 mm in size, suggesting that significant grain growth

has taken place in this system.

Our new SCUBA measurements provide additional constraints

on models of the discs around these stars. For example, the

previously published models of Sylvester & Skinner (1996) for HD

123160 predict significantly too much 1350-mm flux compared

with the new measurement, and hence will have to be revised. The

Hipparcos parallax data for HD 42137 and HD 123160 suggest that

these two stars are giants, rather than main-sequence stars. As

discussed earlier, Fekel et al. (1996) have previously reclassified

the Vega-like candidate HD 233517 from a dwarf to a giant star, so

HD 42137 and HD 123160 would join a growing number of first

ascent giants confirmed to exhibit circumstellar dust emission.
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